Refund and Reparation

Online claim: Hubbard has a process to heal cancer

Source: http://www.lrh-books.com/mailings...
Successes

"The test revealed no cancer cells, it had
gone into remission!!"

"My dad was diagnosed 2 months ago with prostate cancer. The
medicos wanted him to go through radiation and/or surgery to handle
it. My dad was not willing to do that.

"I knew that I had to act right away. I am at Flag and went
Clear 2 months ago and I am staying here until I am on OT VII.

"When I initially found out about my dad's cancer, I thought
I needed to go home and help him. Then (with the power of the tech)
I realized I could help him while staying at Flag. I researched
and found all kinds of LRH data on cancer. I then pulled out the
Washington Congress on Anti-Radiation & Confront and found the
lecture called "Confrontingness". Ron goes over a process
he runs on guys to heal their illnesses like cancer. He also went
over data on Niacin and how it can help.

"I called my dad right then and ran the process over the phone,
it went amazing!!

"I also gave him LRH's data on Niacin. He immediately started
taking it daily. I knew it wasn't enough, so I hard sold him on
going into the Org and getting on course. The next day he routed
onto his first step on The Bridge at the Org, the Overcoming Ups
and Downs in Life Course.

"Two weeks after I had done the process on my dad, he called
me at Flag and told me he had the craziest dream the night before,
he actually saw his cancer cells splitting and leaving the body.

"Weeks later, my dad had a test done to see where the cancer
level was, he received the result 5 days later with the medicos
dumbfounded. The test revealed no cancer cells, it had gone into
remission!! The medicos had never seen anything like this before!
They had no idea why and as I stated to my dad, 'Ron knows why!!',
my dad replied, 'You are right!!'

"I know LRH tech produces miracles everyday like this! It really
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does save lives! My dad is proof!!" -J.H.

(Emphasis added.)
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